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1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this paper is to present a new class of regular semigroups, 
namely, (h, K) regular semigroups with zero in which every idempotent is 
primitive. The results are closely related to Venkatesan [9], Lallement and 
Petrich ([.5l, Theorem 3), and McFadden and Schneider [6J 
We shall prove the following two theorems, which are generalizations of 
Venkatesan’s theorems [9], and if h = k = 1 in Theorems 1 and 2, then 
these theorems [with the exception of Theorem 2(vii)] take the same form as 
do Venkatesan’s theorems. 
THEOREM 1. A semigroup S with 0 is an (h, k) regular semigroup in which 
every nonzero idempotent is primitive if and only if S is a m&n of its O-minimal 
ideals, each of which is an (h, k)-type, homogeneous (hk)-regular, completely 
O-simple semigroup. 
THEoRm 2. The following statements on a semigroup S with 0 are equi- 
valent. 
(i) S is regular. For any nonzero idempotent e in S there exist right- and 
left-zero subsem&roups E, = (ei : i = 1, 2 ,..., h) andF, = (fj : j = 1,2 ,..., k) 
of S, respectively, such that E, n F, = {e} andF,eE, = LT(e). 
(ii) Every nonzero principal right (left) ideal of S is 0-minimal and is 
generated by a nonzero idempotent containing precisely h(k) nonzero idempotents. 
R(a) n L(b) contains at most one nonzero idempotent, for any 6, c GL S. 
(iii) For each a in S\O there exist a unique set U(a) = {ai : aa,a = a, 
i = 1, 2,..., hk] and k(h) distinct nonzero principal right (left) ideals each of 
which contains h(k) elements of U(a). bS n SC contains at most one elemmzt of 
U(a), for any b, c in S. 
(iv) Every element a in S\O ir (h,k) regular and E, (F,) is right- (left- ) 
zero such that E, n F, contains at most one element. 
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(v) S is (h, k) regular. For every wnzero idempotent e thme exists a set I of 
hk nonxero idempotents such that E(eI) and E(I ) e are r&ht- and left-zero subsemi- 
groups of S, respectively, E(eI) r\ E(Ie) = {e} and e(E(S\I)) = (0) = E(S\I)e. 
(vi) S is (h, k) g I re u ar. For a, 6, x, and y in S, xa = rb + 0 and 
ay = by # 0 implies a = b. 
(vii) 5’ is (h, k) regular. F or all a, x in S, axa = a # 0 implies xax = x. 
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
We shall follow the notation and terminology of [I] unless stated other- 
wise. Throughout, S denotes a semigroup with zero 0. S is said to be regular 
if for any a in S there exists x in S such that axa = a. 
DEFINITION 1. S is called an (h, k) type if every nonzero principal left 
ideal of S contains precisely k nonzero idempotents and every nonzero 
principal right ideal of S contains precisely h nonzero idempotents [3]. A 
regular semigroup S is said to be (h, k) regular if S is an (h, k) type. 
We shall use the following notation. Let a E S\O. V(a) = {X E S : axa = a 
and xax = x}, U(a) = {x E S : axa = a>, L(a) = a u Sa, R(a) = a U aS, 
Ea=(eES:e=e2, ea=a}, and F,={f~S:f=f$, af=a}. If 
T c S, E(T) = (e E T : e = ea}. 1 T / denotes the cardinal number of T. 
DEFINITION 2. A semigroup S is called a homogeneous n regular semi- 
group if 1 V(a)1 = n f or every nonzero element a in S, where YZ is a fixed 
positive integer [3]. A homogeneous n-regular semigroup S is said to be 
(h, k)-type homogeneous n-regular if S is an (h, k) type. 
DEFINITION 3. An element a in a semigroup S is called an (h, k) type if 
h = 1 E, 1 and k = I F,,, I. A regular element a in S is said to be (h, k) regular 
if a is an (h, k) type. 
3. KNOWN RESULTS 
We shall use the following. 
(A) If R and L are minimal right and left ideals, respectively, of a semi- 
group S such that LR # (0) and RL # (O}, then LR is a completely O-simple 
semigroup and RL = R n L is a group with 0 [S]. 
(B) If e is a nonzero primitive idempotent in a regular semigroup S, then 
eS(Se) is a O-minimal right (left) ideal of S([9], Lemma 2). 
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(C) If e and f are nonzero primitive idempotents in a semigroup S, 
then (i) ef = f if and only if fe = e; (ii) ef = e if and only if fe = f ([9]7 
Corollary). 
(D) If R and L are, respectively, right and left ideals of a regular semi- 
group S such that LR + {O), then RL f (O} ([9], Lemma 3). 
(E) Let n be a fixed positive integer and let S be a completely O-simple 
semigroup. S is homogeneous iz-regular if and only if every nonzero principal 
right ideal of S contains precisely h nonzero idempotents and every nonzero 
principal left ideal of S contains precisely k nonzero idempotents such that 
kk = 12, where 1~ and k are positive integers ([3], Theorem 1). 
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
(Necessity) Let S be an (h, k)-regular semigroup with 0 in which every 
nonzero idempotent is primitive. Let a E S\O. Since S is regular there exists 
a’ in S such that aa’a = a (and au’ is a nonzero idempotent). Then, putting 
e = au’, aS = aa’aS = eaS C es, and hence aS = eS by the 0-minimality 
of es. Thus every nonzero element a in S is contained in Se& for some e in 
E(S\O), and S = u (SeS : e E E(S\O)). By (A), SeS (e E E(S\O)) is completely 
O-simple. To see that every nonzero principal left ideal of SeS contains 
precisely k nonzero idempotents, let a E SeS\O. Consider SeSa. By Corol- 
lary 2.49 in [I], there exists a nonzero idempotent g in SeS such that 
SeSg is a O-minimal left ideal of T = SeS containing a, and hence 
(0) # SeSa C (SeS)(SeSg) !Z SeSg = Tg. Thus SeSa = SeSg. It is not 
hard to see that Tg = SeSg = SgSg = Sg. Since Sg contains precisely k 
nonzero idempotents of S, ( E(Tg\O)l = k = j E(Ta\O)j. This shows that 
every nonzero principal left ideal of SeS = T contains precisely k nonzero 
idempotents. Dually, every nonzero principal right ideal of SeS contains 
precisely h nonzero idempotents. Thus, by (E), SeS is (k, k) type, homo- 
geneous, and hk regular. Clearly, {SeS : e E E(S\O)) is a set of O-disjoint 
(disjoint with the exception 0) ideals of S. 
(Su$ici~~cy) Let S be a union of its O-minimal ideals each of which is an 
(h, k)-type, homogeneous, hk-regular, and completely O-simple semigroup. 
Clearly, S is regular. To show that S is (12, k) regular, consider Sa, for an 
arbitrary element a in S\O. Then there exists a nonzero idempotent e such 
that Sa = Se. Let I be a O-minimal ideal of S, and assume that I is an 
(h, k)-type, homogeneous, R-regular, and completely O-simple semigroup 
containing e. From SeS C SIS C I, we have SeS = I since I is O-minimal. It 
is easy to see that Ie = SeSe = Se(=Su), whence 
( E(Sa\O)l = j E(Se\O)j = i E(le\O)( = k. 
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Analogously, we can show that ] E(aS\O)I = ]E(eS\O)] = ] E(el\O)/ = h. 
Hence S is (h, K) regular. Finally, to show that every nonzero idempotent is 
primitive, let e and f be nonzero idempotents such that ef = fe = f. Since 
f (. = f ef) and e lie in a completely O-simple semigroup SeS, ye have e = f. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Here we record two theorems that will be useful. 
5. Two THEOREMS 
Here we record two theorems that will be useful. 
THEOREM 3. The following conditions OH a regular semipap S with 0 are 
equivale9zt (see [.5j). 
(i) All its nonzero idempoterzts are primitive. 
(ii) For all a, x, ilz S, axa = a # 0 implies xax = x. 
(iii) For a, b, x, andy in S, xa = xb # 0 and ay = by # 0 implies a = b. 
(iv) Every nonzero principal left (and right) ideal of S is 0-mim’mal. 
(v) S is a mutual& annihilating sum of completely O-simple semigroups. 
(vi) For all a, b, in S, aS n Sb contains at most one nonzero idempotent. 
(vii) For all a, b and c in S, aS n Sb contains at most one element of U(c). 
(viii) For all a ilt S\O, E, n F, contains at most one element. 
(ix) For all e in E(S\O), E(S\O), E, n F, = {e]. 
(x) For all e E E(S\O), th ere exists a set I of nonzero idempotents of S 
such that E(eI) and E(Ie) are right- and left-zero subsemigroups of S, respectively, 
E(eI) n E(le) = {e} and e(E(S\I)) = (0) = E(S\l)e. 
REMAFUL In Theorem 3, the equivalent conditions (i) tj (ii) t) (iii) ti 
(iv) +-+ (v) were established by Lallement and Petrich ([.5], Theorem 3). 
Proof. (i) implies (x). Let e E E(S\O) and let T = SeS. Let E(eT\O) = 
{e, : i E 11) and define I = u.iEAE( Te,). Since eI C eS = eSeS =eT, a right 
ideal of T, and E(eT\O) is a right-zero semigroup, we see that E(e1) is right 
zero. Analogously, we can show that E(le) is left zero. 
To prove that E(S\I)e = {0}, assume, by way of contradiction, that 
ge # 0 for some g in E(S\I). Let L be a O-minimal left ideal of S containing 
g and let eS = R. Since g lies in E(S\I), we see that L 6 {Tei : i E A>. From 
0 + ge E LR, it follows that RL = R n L is a group with 0 by (B), (D), and 
(A). Hence there exists the identity f in RL, which implies that L belongs to 
(Tei : i E A}, because of the fact that f is in E(eS\O) C 1. This contradiction 
shows that E(S\I)e = (0) as desired. Dually, eE(S\I) = (0). 
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(x) implies (i). A ssume that ef = fe = f, for e and f in B(S\O). Then 
(e, fj C I and (e, f) C E(e1) n E(le) = l }, ce w h ence e = f. Thus every nonzero 
idempotent is primitive. 
We omit the proof of the rest. 
Two lemmas are needed to prove Theorem 4. 
LEMMA 1. In a completely O-simple semigroup S, for a nonzero element 
a and a nonzero idempotent e in S such that ea = a(ae = a) the equation 
ax = e(xa = e) has a solution x in Se(eS). If we denote by x,, a solution of the 
equation a,~ = e(xa = e), then x,, belongs to P(a), that is, axoa = a and 
xoaxo = x0 
Roof. Follows from Lemma 3.1 in [2], Theorem 3(b) in [.5] and [I], 
Exercise 5, p= 83. 
LEMMA 2. Let e + 0 be an idempotent in a completely O-simple semi- 
group S. Then b’(e) = F,eE, . 
Proof. By Lemma 1 and [I], Exercise 7, p. 33, we see that F,eE, C V(e). 
To prove that v(e) C F,eE, , let 3c, E V(e). Since ex, E E, and xOe EF, , we 
have that x0 = xOex, = (~se)e(e~,,) E (F,)e(E,), and so P(e) C F,eE, . Thus 
I’(e) = F,eE, . This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
THEORE~V~ 4. Let S be a regular semigroup with 0 in which every nonzero 
idempotent is primitive. Then the following conditions on S are equivalent. 
(i) S is an (h, K) type. 
(ii) Every nonzero element of S is an (It, K) type. 
(iii) Every nonzero idempotent of S is an (h, k) type. 
(iv) Every nonzero principal left (right) ideal of S contains precisely k(h) 
elements of v(a), for some a in S\O. 
Proof. (i) implies (ii). We shaIl show that E, = E(aS\O) for a E S\O. 
If e E E, then ea = a from which aS = eaS Z es, and hence eS = aS by 
(B). Thus E, C E(aS\O). For aS there exists a nonzero idempotent g such 
that aS = gS. Letf E- E(gS\O) = E(aS\O). Then gf = f, and hencejg = g by 
(C). By the 0-minimality of fS, it follows from gS = fgS C fS that 
fS = gS = aS and fa = a. Consequently, E(aS\O) C E,. Thus E(aS\O) = E, 
and 1 E, / = h. By dual, E(Sa\O) = F, and j F, 1 = K. Since a is an arbitrary 
nonzero element, every nonzero element is an (h, k) type. 
(ii) implies (iii) is trivial. 
(iii). implies (iv), Let b G S\O. Then there exists a nonzero idempotent e 
such that bS = es. From (B) and (C), it follows that E, = E(eS\O). By (A) 
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and (B), SeS is completely O-simple, and hence SeS 1 V(e) by Theorem 1. 
By Lemma 2, V(e) = FeeE, , and so E, = eE, = (eF,e)E, = e(F,eE,) = 
eV(e) C es. Since E, C V(e), eS = bS contains at least h = 1 E, 1 elements of 
V(e). Suppose that f is an element of the set V(e) n es. Then ef = f. By 
(C), fe =-e and f E E,, . Thus bS = eS contains precisely h elements of 
V(e). The proof for Sb is similar. 
(iv) implies (i). Assume (iv). We shall show that 1 E(aS\@j = h for 
every a in S\O. For US there exists e in E(S\O) such that aS = es, from 
which it follows that E, = E(eS\O) = E(aS\O). It is clear that E, C V(e), and 
so we conclude that h = 1 E, 1 = 1 E(eS\O)I as desired. Dually, we can show 
that K = 1 E(Sa\O)j. Th is completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
(i) implies (ii). Th is o f 11 ows from Theorem 3(ix) and Theorem 4(iii, iv). 
(ii) implies (iii). Apply Th eorem 3(vi, vii) and Theorem 4(i, iv). 
(iii) implies (iv) f o 11 ows from Theorem 3(vii, viii) and Theorem 4(iv, ii). 
(iv) implies (v). See Theorem 3(viii, x). 
(v) implies (vi). See Theorem 3(x, iii). 
(vi) implies (vii) follows from Theorem 3(ii, iii). 
(vii) implies (i). Th is o f 11 ows from Theorem 3(ii, ix), Lemma 2, Theorem 
4(i, iii). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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